Physics - 2012-2013 Catalog

Learning about physics can be an important step toward a career in science—or a necessary review of principles you might have learned in high school. Remember, it’s not all about hooks and pulleys, weights and levers. By understanding certain principles of physics, you can understand what holds a plane up in the air and what helps Tiger Woods drive a golf ball three hundred yards. Our offerings include courses in basic, applied and general physics as well as astronomy.

Why Choose a Course in Physics?

Because...

You need to brush up on your skills from high school by taking our Basic Physics course.
You are in a technical business or applied health program and want to learn about lab work and scientific procedures through our Applied Physics course.
You know an apple fell on Newton’s head but you’re not sure why.
You want credits that may count toward your associate degree.
You want credits that may transfer toward a four-year degree.

Physics courses are identified by the prefix PHYS.

For More Information

Visit www.schoolcraft.edu where you can view course and program information, schedule a campus tour, apply for admission, register for courses, and request more information.

Contact the Admissions and Enrollment Center at 734-462-4426 with additional questions.